
WEEK 4: Sacraments / Incarnational Theology / Ontology 
● Bridge to last week, but later! Wait for it… 
● Question for reflection to start: How do we  know  God is present and at work? 

○ “Feel” it emotionally? Profound thought? Bodily sensation? A miracle? 
● Sacraments are meant to wake us up to the fact that we live in an enchanted world. 

○ Quotes that reveal the kind of enchantment… sacramental imagination: 
○ “Earth’s crammed with heaven / And every common bush afire with God; / But only 

he who sees, takes off his shoes, / The rest sit round it and pluck blackberries” - 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning 

○ “Open up our eyes to see you in the ordinary / We don’t want to miss you 
anymore / Open every eye to see every day / Everything is burning with the glory 
of the Lord” - Aaron Keyes 

 
● Sacraments definition: 

○ Question #102 (Anglican Catechism): What is a sacrament? 
■ A sacrament is an outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual 

grace. God gives us the sign as a means  whereby we receive that grace, 
and as a tangible assurance  that we do in fact receive it. (1662 Catechism) 

○ Sacramental theology says We know God is present in creation and working 
through creation  through the sacraments - “sure and certain means of receiving 
grace” is how it’s put in another place. 

○ Sacraments of the church are meant to be a tangible touchpoint that opens our 
eyes and trains us to see ALL of life as sacramental - we learn to see EVERY 
common bush afire with God, everything is burning with the glory of the Lord! 

○ Sacraments, not simply “ordinances” - which means we believe GOD is doing 
something, not just us. 

 
● 2 Sacraments of the Gospel: 

○ Holy Baptism 
■ Outward Sign = water + words spoken “In the name of the Father, and of 

the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.” 
■ Inward grace = death to sin and new birth into righteousness through 

union with Christ in his death and resurrection. 
■ Being born / also getting married (making a covenant) 
■ Infant baptism? They are embraced in the covenant community of the 

church - adults in faith and repentance who present infants to be baptized 
promise to raise them as Christians in the expectation they will one day 
profess the Christian faith as their own (confirmation). 

○ Holy Communion - 1 Cor 10:16 
■ Outward sign = bread and wine + words of remembrance + prayer of 

consecration 
■ Inward grace = body and blood of Christ, receive strengthening and 

refreshing of the soul - of the love and unity I share with fellow Christians... 



■ Real presence of Christ in the Eucharist 
■ It’s a participation (koinonia) in Christ… (intimacy - sex) 
■ It’s an actual participation in Christ’s presence/body/blood 
■ Rooted in incarnation - God enters into creation, joins it to himself 
■ Anamnesis - past becoming present - participation - we become what we 

eat 
■ The proclamation makes it real (like a king issuing an edict) 
■ Via media - neither transubstantiation (explanation), nor “memorial” 

(disenchantment), but simply “real presence” of Christ in bread and wine 
○ Baptism is like getting married / communion is like having sex 
○ Baptism is like being born into a family / communion is like having dinner together 

● Other sacraments (“Sacraments of the church” or “sacramental rites”): 
○ Confirmation, absolution, ordination, marriage, and anointing of the sick 
○ Not commanded by Christ as necessary for salvation, but arise from the practice 

of the apostles and the early Church, or are states of life blessed by God from 
creation. God clearly uses them as means of grace. 

○ Patristic mind was hesitant to limit sacraments to 2 or even 7… because ALL of life 
is sacramental! These are meant to train us to experience the presence and power 
of God through the created order all the time (DNA groups) 

● Danger of idolatry? Yes, but if we get rid of sacraments (replace with “ordinances” / 
memorial), we disenchant the world of God - rid the world of God, de-sacramentalize life. 
Now we’re just waiting for heaven. 

 
Sacramental ontology 

● Ontology = talk about reality or being. Same as “metaphysics” - Basic issues of reality, 
most importantly how we understand the relationship between the tangible world around 
us and spiritual realities. 

● Everyone has an ontology, whether they know it or not. I believe in God, which means I 
think there’s more than the appearances that we can see and touch. But how do those 



invisible realities interact with sensible realities? 

 
 

● Difference between symbols and sacraments: 
○ Road sign with a deer on it symbolizes the presence of deer in the area. But if I hit 

the sign, I don’t kill a deer. The symbol of the deer and the deer themselves are 
completely different realities. Their relationship is completely “nominal.” 

○ Sacraments are different: sacraments actually participate in the mysterious reality 
to which they point. The sign and the reality “co-inhere” - the sacrament 
participates in the reality to which it points! 

○ A sacramental relationship implies that the reality to which the sign points is ‘really 
present’ in the sign. (So, it would be as if hitting/damaging the sign would hurt a 
deer.) 

■ Jesus to Paul: “Why are you persecuting ME?” Church is the sacrament of 
Christ’s presence - hurting Jesus’ people was hurting him, because we are 
sacramentally connected to Jesus. 

● Church has believed this since very early days… sacraments participate in the reality to 
which they point, because all of creation  participates in a deeper reality, from which it 
derives its being. 

○ Acts 17.27-28a - God did this so that they would seek him and perhaps reach out 
for him and find him, though he is not far from any one of us. ‘For in him we live 
and move and have our being. ’ 

○ Colossians 1.17 - He is before all things, and in him all things hold together. 
● God is present in creation and works through creation, not in opposition to creation. 

○ This is all connected to the Incarnation - Jesus is fully God, fully man, forever! 
Human body, now in heaven (which is all around us, intersecting, overlapping…) 
He connects heaven and earth. 



○ Bones of Elijah raising people from the dead, handkerchiefs of Paul healing 
people, etc. are not a disruption  of the ways creation works, not a once-in-awhile 
intervention  by God into creation, but are inherent to the way that God works 
through creation. 

○ Telos of creation = complete unity of heaven/earth. 
○ Touchpoints of new creation = sacraments. Places where God has promised to be 

present, to teach us to recognize his presence in ALL of life. 
○ Eucharist / baptism trains us for what we learn in DNA groups. They go *together* - 

one without the other hinders our ability to live in divine union. 
○ We meet God in the meals we have together with friends and family. We meet 

God as we shoot the breeze with our neighbors. As we clean our houses and go 
to work and put our kids to bed. 

○ “If you can’t meet Christ in the poor, you’ll never meet him in the chalice.” St. John 
Chrysostom 

○ Some try to “meet God everywhere” and forget sacraments, but I think this is a 
mistake. I don’t know how you’d discern what was God and what wasn’t unless 
you had the sacraments to train your vision. 

○ Preaching is sacramental - how? 
■ Hearing the speech is different from reading the notes (or listening online, 

even!) 
○ Scripture is sacramental - how? 

■ God works as his word is proclaimed. We read scripture out loud and 
listen. 

● Why does any of this matter? 
○ Modernity = world is nothing but symbols: material objects separate from each 

other and separate from their origin in God (if we still believe in God at all, that is). 
○ Denying that the world participates sacramentally in God deprives the world of its 

meaning... 
● Pope Francis calls this ‘throwaway culture’. The reason why we treat everything (and, 

perhaps, everyone) as dispensable is that we’ve lost the sense that the natural world is 
sacred. 

○ This is why we can separate families at the border and talk about “obeying the 
law.” and building a wall. The only meaning is winning a political fight. The child 
isn’t sacred. Their love doesn’t mean anything. 

○ The cure for our ‘throwaway’ culture, therefore, is to recognize that God is present 
throughout the world, drawing it (along with us) back to its ultimate and glorious 
destiny in him. 

● Sacramental Ontology = real presence of God in  the world. The life of creation 
participates in the life of God. 

● In a sacramental ontology there is an overlap between God and creation--an intermingling 
of the earthly and the heavenly, the human and the divine, the mundane and the holy, the 
secular and the sacred, the natural and supernatural, the material and the spiritual. 



● With a sacramental ontology the world is "haunted" by God continuously from the inside 
rather than through episodic and miraculous intrusions from the outside. Creation itself, 
because it is "charged with the grandeur of God," is miraculous, sacred and holy. Creation 
is an ongoing and unfolding miracle rather than a disenchanted machine occasionally 
interrupted--if God answers our prayers--by an external miraculous force. 

● To rethink a famous metaphor, creation isn't a mechanism, a watch separate from the 
Watchmaker. Creation isn't a machine. Creation is alive. 

 
Last week - we can’t have a “position” without connecting with real people, working things out as 
we go… this is essentially incarnational. God works in and through these real live relationships. 
The goal isn’t a pristine idea, but living by faith together. 

● Faith isn’t about intellectual certainty or correct morality - it’s about walking with Christ. 
Having a sense of his presence with us as we walk together. 

● The way we work through cultural issues in the via media is sacramental - we don’t seek 
to come to the right idea about it, but simply seek to walk faithfully with people through it. 

● PRESENT to each other. We can’t work anything out on social media, for example. Not 
sacramental enough. Not present enough. 

 
   


